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The transformation of the energy system
 An important element of our future plans is our proposed response to the rapidly
changing energy system and how to support the new energy solutions being sought
by our customers.
 The rapid transformation
of the energy sector is
being driven by four
inter-related trends, all
of which are picking up
pace.

 Our Network Innovation program seeks to test and leverage this future environment
in order to deliver a future energy system for our customers that is lower cost,
reliable and flexible enough to meet diverse customer energy needs.
 To develop this element of our proposal we sought input from our customers and
stakeholders via the Customer Forum. We are also learning from and collaborating
with our industry peers and the CSIRO.
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Why innovation matters
 The benefits for customers are large
› And therefore corresponding opportunity costs of failing to innovate are large
 The quantified benefits by 2050 of the industry innovation roadmap of
actions for the 2017 to 2027 decade are….

Source: CSIRO and Energy Networks Australia 2017, Electricity Network Transformation
Roadmap: Final Report
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Victorian distribution networks are in a
unique position to deliver value from
innovation
 The smart meter network provides opportunities for more effective technology trials and
richer insights from those trials
 Many effective solutions will rely on smart meter capabilities including data availability
 AusNet Services is a leader in the industry and offers extensive experience e.g. only
business with network innovation team for a decade, always fully utilise the Demand
Management Incentive Allowance (DMIA)
 AusNet Services has delivered distribution network and customer benefits through its
innovation projects under DMIA and our other partnerships
Clean Energy Council Innovation Award, 2017: Mooroolbark mini-grid project AusNet Services with Greensync and Power Tec
“There are so many transformative projects and technologies happening in energy
across the country, and a huge number of talented and passionate people constantly
delivering improvements in the way Australia uses and delivers energy. It is always a
great honour to congratulate the best of the best at these awards,”
Clean Energy Council CEO Kane Thornton
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We work closely with industry and academia on
first-of-a-kind projects
 Example: Innovating towards a capability for seamlessly interacting with customer DER
Planning PV rich
networks
(ARENA)

Networks
Renewed
(ARENA)

Residential
battery
storage trial

DELWP
Victorian
Microgrids

Mooroolbark
Mini Grid
Project

Peer-topeer model
(potential)
DSO pilot
(potential)

Market
facing data
platform
(potential)

2021-25 EDPR
Euroa
Environment
Group

Key partners

What are we
testing?

What is
unique, or
industry
first?

Potentially

Potentially:

To be
determined

Hardware tech
How do batteries
work and what
impact/benefit
do they have?

Control
Can a cloudbased control
interface
coordinate a
fleet of
customer DER

Customer use
case
Can we use
controls to
enable more
solar to
connect?

Suite of
services
What range of
network
services can a
microgrid
deliver?

Advanced
analytics
How do we
know how
much solar the
local network
can host.

Integrated
market
Can DER be
coordinated
across
wholesale,
DNSP and cust?

Future markets
How can Peerto-peer energy
flows be
harnessed to
benefit cust
and network?

Open
enablement
What is the
value to
customers of
opening up
network data?

Networkfocussed
residential
battery trial
under DMIA

100% fully
inverter based
microgrid in an
existing
network area

Dynamic
control of
reactive power
from customer
solar

Community
focussed
microgrids
delivering local
optimisation

New analytical
technique
using smart
meter data

Puts into
practice
leading
thinking within
industry

Unique
business model
that can work
within
Regulations

Still only a
concept within
industry but
potential6 large
benefits

We integrate innovation results into industry
processes
 Example: Innovating towards a capability for dynamically interacting with customer DER
 The knowledge that we gather from our innovation projects is embodied in our contributions to a
multitude of industry sources
 Industry working groups and forums such as:
 ENA Demand Management and Embedded Generation working group
 ENA Future Networks series
 Clean Energy Council Directorates (Solar, Storage, Grid)
 Innovation working groups and technical specifications
 Government and regulatory processes such as:
 Government advisory panels
 Submissions to regulatory reviews and rule change proposals
 ARENA incubation and acceleration workshops
 Industry guidelines and standards such as:
 ENA Embedded Generation Connection guidelines
 Product performance and safety guidelines
 Customer guidelines
 AS standards (AS4777, 4755 etc)
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We leverage the knowledge from other trials and
share our learnings

Knowledge in

 Example: Innovating towards a capability for dynamically interacting with customer DER
Academic
reports:
Researchgate
IEEE papers

SmartGrid
SmartCities
project

University of
Technology
Sydney – Phase 1

European
research: Smart
Grid Architecture
Model

ENA Future
Networks
Webinars
(Energy
QLD, UE)

Open Energy
Networks
Framework

Melbourne Uni
Microgrid Clusters
research

Outcomes from
SAPN VPP Project

EA Technologies
consultancy

Prior ARENA
Workshops

Deakin University
survey & report

Consultancy
Residential
battery
storage trial

Mooroolbark
Mini Grid
Project

DELWP
Victorian
Microgrids

Networks
Renewed
(ARENA)

Planning PV Rich
networks
(ARENA)

DSO pilot

Peer-topeer model

Market
facing data
platform

Knowledge out

2021-25 EDPR
ENA Future
Networks
Webinar
Public
report

Multiple
industry
site visits

Horizon
Power
microgrids

Public
case
studies
Multiple
conference
presentations

ARENA
Knowledge
sharing plan

Conference
presentation

Industry
roadshows

Public
reports

ARENA Knowledge sharing
plan

Knowledge sharing plan to be designed
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Innovating to improve customer
experience
 A further challenge is to focus innovation thinking and action on how customers
experience our services
 This has many synergies with the transformation challenge
› e.g. allowing customers to get value from their energy investment, ensuring services to
customer particularly vulnerable customers are not undermined
 AusNet Services has delivered many customer experience innovations -supported by
smart meter technology
› Safety: loss of neutral fault detection; prioritising life support customers in unplanned
outage
› Keeping bills down: alert solar not functioning; reduced energy theft; myHomeEnergy,
minimal connection/disconnection cost for house moves
› Better outage management: improved network mapping, call centre access to real
time information if meter is on supply
› Solar/battery connection: Re-launched online tool linked to smart meter data/export
capacity by location. Around 4,000 customers will no longer wait 65 days
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Solar/battery pre-approval tool
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Why innovation funding is not properly
supported & opportunities are lost
 Innovation funding is not properly supported
› Benefits extend to the entire market not just our network, customer base – these wider
benefits would not be considered in the economic case for network funding
› Benefits accrue over multiple regulatory periods – hence incentive schemes are not
capable of properly funding innovation
› Limitations on the scope of incentive schemes limits necessary innovation in energy
system transformation and customer experience improvements
 Opportunity cost associated with reduced/slow innovation are real and material
› Higher distribution network investment requirements than would otherwise be the case
over the long term – higher costs
› Reduced ability to meet customer needs – in particular, constraints on solar and other
technology, network usage (e.g. peer to peer)
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Innovation funding addresses gasps in
the existing incentive schemes
Incentive scheme

Scope

Limitation in funding network and
customer innovation

DMIA

Funding for demand management solutions

Limited to demand management initiatives
and low cap

STPIS

Incentive to improve reliability

Limited to reliability improving initiatives

EBSS/CESS

Opex and capex efficiency incentives

Arguably provides strongest incentive but is
limited by timescale & does not reward
•
Innovation that delivers new functionality
but does not reduce overall costs
•
improving customer experience

F-Factor

Incentive to reduce risk of fire starts

Limited scope

GSLs

Limit the duration & frequency of outages;
be on time for
appointments; make new connections &
repair streetlights within timeframes

Limited scope

Customer experience
incentive scheme

Improve customer satisfaction outcomes
assoc. with planned & unplanned outages,
new connections, complaints

Limited scope – in particular would not fund
system transformation
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Clear way forward
 Our industry has a clear framework to support transformation
› ENTR: is a blueprint for transitioning Australia’s electricity system to enable
better customer outcomes
› AEMO/industry: Open Energy Networks is working on how best to transition
to a two-way grid that allows better integration of DER and deliver the
services customers are seeking – including a safe and secure electricity
supply – at an efficient cost
 Clearer direction is also being set by government e.g. strong support for solar
and batteries by the Victorian Government
 Different parts of the industry have different contributions to make
› In line with their interests and capabilities e.g QLD in demand management;
Victoria/SA on DER integration, etc
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Questions/discussion
 Is there a requirement for distribution network innovation?
 Do electricity networks have a role in delivering innovation? If not, why
not?

 If so, how can innovation be supported?
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Recap of Draft Proposal innovation
program

Draft Proposal innovation expenditure
 To respond efficiently to the pace of change within the electricity sector, we are
proposing a modest network innovation expenditure program of $7.5 million
($2020)
 AusNet Services initially suggested a program of $11.4 million ($2020) for 15
network innovation projects to the Customer Forum
 The Customer Forum:
› considered the customer research did not support proposed innovation expenditure
on electric vehicle (EV) preparation & expected modest take up of EVs
› Sought a more modest contribution per customer - approximate average of $2 per
year for each customer
› Also seeking to ensure that the projects include innovation to improve customer
experience
› Have outlined principles to assess the innovation projects (next slide)

 The quantum of innovation expenditure and innovation projects put forward will
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be subject to further negotiation with the Customer Forum

Customer Forum principles
 The Customer Forum has provided the following principles to refine the
innovation projects
› Innovation projects/outcomes should directly benefit and result in improved
service to customers
› Innovation needs to be driven by customer needs and expectations which
should be identified through customer research. Customers will support
innovation if they see the benefits
› The language surrounding innovation must be easy for customers to
understand and offer a compelling potential benefit
› Innovation needs to be strategic and should include an evaluation
› All initiatives to be published on AusNet Services website and shared with
industry
› Projects must show evidence of collaboration with retailers and other
distribution businesses and/or retailers
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Potential innovation projects provided to
the Customer Forum
- see Appendix 1 for project descriptions
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Potential innovation projects provided to
the Customer Forum
- see Appendix 1 for project descriptions
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Developing innovation project ideas
- we would like to test a range of ideas
for network and customer experience
innovation at the Deep Dive

Network innovation project proposals
 These are listed and described on p. 18, 19 and in Appendix 1
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Network innovation project proposals
 These are listed and described on p. 18, 19 and in Appendix 1
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Customer Experience innovation –
possible projects (note these are untested
by AusNet Services)
 Power quality improvement advice for customers
› Advise on solutions for customers experiencing problems such as dairy
industry (momentary outages)
 Better outage communications
› Timely, online tool
 Public lighting fault reporting
› Online reporting tool/app
 Outage relief program
› Practical relief e.g. care packages, community support during sustained
outage events
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Questions/discussion
 What do you think about the innovation ideas offered by AusNet Services?
› Both for network innovation and customer experience innovation
 What ideas do you have for innovation projects?
› Both for network innovation and customer experience
 What factors do you think should be considered in the assessment and
subsequent prioritisation of innovation expenditure?
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Funding, governance and knowledge
sharing

Funding
 AusNet Services is proposing a use it or lose it allowance like the Demand
Management Innovation Allowance
› Ensures that customers will not finance innovation expenditure unless the
projects or trials proceed
› Instead of supporting funding for demand management-related R&D it is
designed to fund broader R&D
› Unspent funds would be returned at the end of each regulatory period i.e.
if the funds are not spent they are fully returned to customers
› Any overspend must be met by the business i.e. expenditure above the
allowance is not recouped in future periods
› We also support Ausgrid’s proposed approach of excluding innovation
expenditure from the efficiency incentive schemes (EBSS/CESS)
 AusNet Services would also continue to collaborate and leverage
joint/external funding to combine with the modest innovation proposal
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Innovation expenditure governance
 The Ausgrid Network Innovation Advisory Committee (NIAC) model has not
been recommended – designed for a $42m network innovation program
› Includes customer advocates and technical experts
› Will be a sub-committee of the Ausgrid Consumer Consultative Committee
› Will meet at least three times per year

 The principle of having customer and technical input for our innovation
governance is strongly supported

 Customer input
› the evolving nature of innovation means that customer representatives should have
an on-going role in driving the direction of the expenditure
› will ensure innovation is directed to achieving outcomes desired by customers
› ensuring projects are in the long term interest of consumers

 Technical input
› to prevent duplication of effort and validate the rigour of projects
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Innovation expenditure governance
 Other key functions of the governance arrangements
› Filter and prioritise projects
› Monitor project delivery
› Guarantee sharing of innovation lessons and outcomes

 AusNet Services needs governance arrangements that are fit-for-purpose
for a much more modest program
 Principles for the design of the governance arrangement
› Effectiveness, proportionality (balancing performance and costs), transparency
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Innovation program governance
 A lower cost but effective governance arrangement is proposed
› Formalised consultation with industry, academic experts and customers to
frame the innovation program
• Accessing existing forums to keep costs down
› AusNet Services CCC advisory role
• Alignment to customer preferences
• Project prioritisation
› Formalised reporting and sharing
• Consistent with report standards for DMIA projects and project that
involve external funding
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Questions/discussion
 Do you have any concerns or feedback on our proposed funding model?
 Given the modest innovation program, what governance do you consider is
appropriate?

 What governance and reporting features or ideas would you like to see AusNet
Services adopt?
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Appendix 1:
Network innovation project
descriptions
= Collaboration or knowledge transfer with other organisations

LV Network program

LV Network program drivers
 This program will develop and trial the application of new
technologies that will enable increased flexibility within the LV
networks
› The increasing solar exports from customers can stress our network,
which has been built to deliver electricity in one direction – from
generators to customers. Excess solar generation raises voltage levels
and this can damage both our network and our customers appliances.
› There are many potential ways to provide more customer opportunities to
export, some involving network-side solutions, and some requiring a blend
of network and customer responses. We are working closely with our
industry peers and research experts to find innovative solutions that can
make a difference quickly and at least cost.

23 May 2019
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LV Network program projects
 Active load balancing
› This project is the first of its kind and will trial new smart network technology
devices that shift customer loads. This will allow us to accept additional solar on the
network at the lowest cost, while also maintaining power quality.
• ARENA funded project with Jemena and University of New South Wales
 Advanced voltage regulation
› Increasing amounts of installed DER increase network asset risks and voltage
management challenges, which result in constrained customer generation.
› Our customers have made it clear that they expect to be able to export their excess
solar to the grid. We would like to support our customers by finding innovative ways
to address this challenge and enable more exports onto the grid.

23 May 2019
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LV Network program projects (cont.)
 Dynamic DER control
› This project will test different approaches to developing a sophisticated customer
interface system. This is a world leading project in active DER management, which
is very early stage in the industry. The intention is to align all industry stakeholders
(distributors, retailers and customers) to create an end to end platform. The ability
to dynamically manage the network should mean we avoid the need for investing in
expensive network devices and avoiding additional augex.
 Leverage solar for network benefit
› Conduct a leading edge customer engagement research piece in areas of the
network where commercial customers are more prominent. Solar power would be
beneficial in reducing peak demand and supporting voltage constraints during these
times. This project would devise unique technology to automatically match specific
flexible loads with solar generation types.
• Aligned to proposals by University of Technology Sydney, Monash University and
the Australian Alliance for Energy Productivity
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Customer benefits of LV network projects
 Reduced future network costs
› If successful, the projects will reduce the amount we need to spend on our network
to manage voltage and allow solar exports
 Reduced electricity bills for customers
› This program would reduce our need to limit solar exports on to the grid, allowing
customers to be paid for their exports thereby reducing their electricity bills
 Improved power quality, supply and safety
› Managing the voltage impacts of solar reduces the likely problems and costs of
damage to our network and customers’ appliances and also enable us to comply
with our regulated safety standards
 Increased customer choice to use energy systems
› This program involves different network devices that improve the overall customer
experience and provide them with simple and efficient energy data

23 May 2019
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HV Network program

HV Network program drivers
 We are seeking to develop and trial distributed intelligent sensing and
monitoring IoT-based technology applications that are required for the
new distributed energy environment
› There is a gap in our network data between smart meter data at the
customer level, which can have a time lag of several hours, and our
standard real-time network measurement data at the high voltage (22kV)
level. This inhibits the optimum integration DER and limits our ability to
manage the network via operational control.
› Filling this data gap with near-real time data would allow us to perform
more accurate analysis on DER integration but would need to be delivered
in a highly cost effective manner. Thus, this project requires novel
approaches using cutting edge internet based sensor devices.
› The program would allow us to navigate the future composite HV/LV
network and empower customers to maximise their value of DER.

23 May 2019
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HV Network program projects
 22kV network monitoring pilot
› The pilot will implement low cost, flexible devices on the lines and transformers on
our network. These smart sensor units will collect information and fill a data gap
between traditional real-time network data (SCADA) and AMI data. The information
will enable us to better manage the network and optimise the customer experience.
This project is preferred, as the alternative option would be to upgrade SCADA
systems which would come at significant cost.
• Engagement with international universities on building current industry knowledge
 Predictive network “state-estimation”
› This project aims to forecast what the network looks like, and the state that it is in, a
day ahead of time. This future capability will allow us to make decisions on solar
dispatch and to easily identify constraints, essentially optimising the decision
making process behind DER management. We would be able to send system
constraint signals and show customers how and when to operate their DER,
encouraging greater participation.
• Building on domain knowledge from University of Queensland
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HV Network program projects
 Stand Alone Power Systems (SAPS)
› A small number of remote, rural customers would have on-site, complete power
supply solutions installed at their properties, consisting of a rooftop solar system,
battery storage and a back-up diesel generator. These Stand Alone Power Systems
(SAPS) would replace power supplied via the traditional HV network.
› If the trial is successful (and planned changes to regulations are made to enable
widespread use of SAPS), customers could start realising benefits from around
2022.
› We need to trial the SAPS in our network to test the degree of cost savings, its
practicality and performance, and whether our customers would be satisfied with
this form of electricity supply. AusNet Services would also draw on the lessons of
recent SAPS trials in Western Australia and Tasmania thereby ensuring we are
collaborating with other electricity distributors, building on prior knowledge.

23 May 2019
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Customer benefits of HV network
projects
 Reduced future network costs
› Remote customers in high bushfire risk areas using SAPS solutions will be less
expensive to supply power than via the traditional network
 Reduced electricity bills for customers
› The implementation of this program will lead to future cost savings as expensive
upgrades would be avoided and these savings will be spread amongst all
customers
 Improved safety
› Electricity interruptions will be minimised for customers
 Improved customer services
› The projects will provide a greater level of customer detail which will enable us to
deliver superior and tailored customer specific solutions

23 May 2019
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Network management, operations
and control

Network management, operations and
control drivers
 We are seeking to develop, pilot and implement operational and
functional capability using new technology and software to enable
optimised operation of the electricity distribution network that
leverages the capability introduced by DER
› Operational challenges and inefficiencies relating to managing an
environment with increasing reverse flows of power, coupled with the lack
of key information mean there are many more ways we can improve on
how we manage the network.
› This program will trial several innovative ideas that are industry leading
and genuinely result in customer benefits.

23 May 2019
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Network management, operations and
control projects
 Distributed Energy Network Optimisation Platform (DENOP) development
› This is an industry leading trial that will develop learnings for the new cloud based
environment and test different customer interaction methods via an internet based
platform. This is a significant step because will allow us for the first time to assess
new market frameworks and specific value streams from DER through integration
of network, DER and customer data in real time.
 Distributed Energy Resource Management capability development
› The implementation of DERM capability is at the forefront of innovation within the
network industry, and at the intersection of academic thought, vendor product
development and network strategic thinking.
› Recognising the cost of developing a DERM capability over time, and to ensure
that our innovation work in this area builds on and adds to the existing industry
knowledge base, we will commission a review of the latest research in this field as
well as product innovation and international industry best practice.
› This review will guide our innovation strategy around DERM, to ensure it is efficient
and productive.

23 May 2019
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Network management, operations and
control projects (cont.)
 Distributed system operator trial
› The trial will test a future operating environment for an integrated industry market
comprising of wholesale, retail, distribution and end-user customers. We are
leveraging existing work undertaken under the joint AEMO and ENA process called
Open Energy networks to test the projects real-world application.
• Incorporating design input from Melbourne University
 Predictive analytics to leverage DER fleets for abnormal weather events
› This project will identify ahead of time large storms and heatwaves using advanced
weather analytics to appropriately schedule DER dispatch and incentives. We
anticipate this process to become BAU in future, with integration into the control of
the distribution network.

23 May 2019
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Customer benefits of network
management, operations and control
projects
 Reduced future network costs
› The projects will reduce the amount we need to spend on our network to maintain
our information databases
 Reduced electricity bills for customers
› If successful, the program will allow customers to efficiently manage their DER,
thereby allowing them to benefit from their solar exports
 Increased customer choice to use energy systems
› The projects will work in tandem to align the industry and empower customers to
effectively navigate their energy system
 Improved power quality, supply and safety
› The predictive analytics capability to respond to abnormal weather events will
reduce frequency of reliable supply issues many customers face

23 May 2019
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Data availability

Data availability drivers
 This projects will develop and pilot externally facing (customers plus
third parties) data and analytic possibilities around customer benefits
that will leverage network and energy supply environment
opportunities
› External parties would be expected to benefit from customised data and
information relating to networks in order to more effectively propose and
invest in new projects, customer services and non-network solutions.
Currently there are inefficiencies and barriers in servicing many ad-hoc
data requests.
› There is a significant magnitude of innovation work involved to arrive at a
point where we have made available on an open platform precise, secure
and comprehensive data for optimal decision making. We have identified
a clear need for a customer facing data capability.

23 May 2019
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Data availability projects
 Automated customer DER connection portal development
› When a customer connects solar, we currently rely on existing business rules. This
project would develop industry-industry analytics to provide a more accurate and
sophisticated method of assessing connection applications. There would be less
chances of rejecting customers who would otherwise have been connected, and
less chance of accepting connections that cause supply quality issues, hence
leading to a better customer experience.
• Leveraging knowledge from Melbourne University project on PV rich networks
 Market facing data and information platform trial
› This project will test how we can utilise metering and network data to support the
commercial market in providing superior customer solutions. Relevant data about
the network would be made available online highlighting network constraints and
improving customer knowledge. The project would enable other industry
participants, such as universities, to innovate in this space.
• Builds on prior project definition at ARENA incubation workshops

23 May 2019
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Customer benefits of data availability
projects
 Reduced future network costs
› The development of a high speed calculation methodology for solar connection will
reduce the amount of resources required for network integration
 Increased customer choice to use energy systems
› A data and information centric platform will enable a range of public service
offerings that can cater to all customers
 Reduced electricity bills for customers
› The comprehensive testing of tariffs and charging rates will provide customers with
sufficient awareness to maximise their use of EVs and the impact on their bills

23 May 2019
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Electric vehicles

Drivers of Electric vehicle projects
 We are seeking to develop and demonstrate different mechanisms and
systems to effectively integrate EV fleets in a way that leverages the
existing capability of the network (without too high a negative impact)
and maximises the wider benefits that can be achieved by everyone
› Electric vehicle uptake is forecast to reach mainstream customers and
rapidly increase from 2025 onwards, having potentially significant impacts
in some areas of the network and also presenting several opportunities.
EVs will be transformational for the distribution network in many ways and
we need to prepare for this future.
› Network demand, charging station usage, dynamic management
methods, and other factors will be modelled to understand the overlap
between customer and network benefits. The political landscape is
another key factor in this area as government targets and rebates will
shape the future of EV developments.

23 May 2019
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Electric Vehicle projects
 EV Network impact and EV clustering demonstration
› This is a comprehensive long-term project that will allow us to gain more
awareness of the impacts of EVs on our network and the customer factors
involved in EV charging management. We want to test different
technologies and approaches that will affect our network, EV
manufacturers, retailers and customers.
› This area is at the forefront of industry innovation, with start-up
businesses, academia and established industries engaged in research.
• Leveraging Western Power Distribution(UK) & EA Technologies’ Electric Nation

 Explore Vehicle to Grid opportunities
› Vehicle to grid technology is nearing reality and offers to not only manage
network congestion, but also maximise commercial returns for EV owners
and benefit non EV customers through more efficient utilisation of the
network.

23 May 2019
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Customer benefits of electric vehicle
projects
 Reduced future network costs
› A successful implementation of our EV projects would reduce the demand
constraints on our network and improve network economic utilisation, thus
promoting a smooth transition during the uptake and limiting the need for
additional network expenditure
 Improved reliability via managing EV uptake
› We will be able to proactively manage the new power flows that EVs
introduce onto the network, and harness the flexibility in EV operation to
improve supply reliability and power quality

23 May 2019
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Appendix 2:
Feedback on Draft Proposal
innovation program

AER guidance
 Clearly define the proposed innovation projects
 Link the projects to potential customer benefits and stakeholder
expectations

 Demonstrate customer willingness to pay
 Demonstrate that innovation is not already funded under existing
incentive schemes (including proposed customer experience incentive
scheme)
 Utilise external grants/funding sources e.g. ARENA
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Customer Challenge Panel
 Supports effective, targeted innovation by network businesses, where
this can deliver meaningful benefits to customers – expect business
cases for each project
 Questions/issues
› Why is AusNet Services best to undertake the innovation? Is there
collaboration?
› Explore alternative funding options before passing to customers e.g. DMIA,
ARENA, self funding
› How will the proposed expenditure be represented in AusNet Service’s
regulatory proposal e.g. already included in opex base year?
› Governance should include customers in the investment decision making
e.g. Ausgrid approach
› EV innovation should be subject to further analysis and discussion
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February deep dive participants
 Concern that networks do not collaborate and share knowledge
resulting in higher costs and duplicated effort across the industry
 Whether existing incentive regimes already provide incentives for
innovation – want to avoid duplication of incentives

 Uncertainty about customer willingness to pay for innovation that
provides longer-term benefits - particularly in the current
environment where affordability is a key concern
 Customers should be involved in the development and oversight
of innovation programs e.g. recent Ausgrid approach
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Other submissions/discussions
 EUAA
› Support the CF principles
› Demonstrate the projects reflect true innovation i.e. adds significantly to
existing knowledge, not a repetition or variant of research previously or
currently being undertaken
› More comprehensive engagement needed (including at this forthcoming
Deep Dive)
 Eastern Alliance for Greenhouse Action (8 councils)
› Fully support the additional $7.5M, particularly for programs that
involve/collaborate with local governments
 St Vincent de Paul
› Supportive of innovation investment
› Range of ideas for innovation: tariff innovation e.g. 2-way nodal pricing,
community scale batteries, EV energy platform, peer-to-peer trading, smart
59
meter benefits

Website form: What do you want from your
energy future (Responses)
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Appendix 3: Customer research

Strong customer intentions to adopt
energy technologies
› The research has consistently shown that customers would like to adopt
distributed energy and other behind the meters technologies. These
customer preferences are driving a fundamental transformation in service
requirements and network usage that creates a need for AusNet Services
to innovate into the future.
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Degree of support for innovation
› Councils: A small handful of Local Councils and Community Groups
stressed that we need to build a smart distribution network that can
accommodate all of the renewable technology that might come onto the
network. These participants saw this as being a critical consideration for
AusNet Services in the lead up to the 2021-25 regulatory period
› Customer Focus Groups: Experience from the Focus Groups run by
NewGate Research was that many participants thought that AusNet
Services ‘should engage in more R&D activities around new energy
technologies’ to provide better customer service
• Innovation with a long-term payoff is seen as important, but a
supporting rather than a core activity. This aligns to our modest
proposal for innovation expenditure
› Attitude and Perception Survey: Several early adopters considered
AusNet Services’ engagement and support for distributed energy
(including mini‐/microgrid initiatives) improved their recognition, trust and
satisfaction with the business
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